OUR EXPERTISE. YOUR SUCCESS.

LEGAL SUPPORT INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
FAMILY LAW INVESTIGATIONS
Custody & Support Issues
Substance Abuse
Cohabitation
Assets & Employment
Violation of Court Orders

ARE YOU WILLING TO RISK YOUR REPUTATION?
Choose your investigator wisely. NOBLE v. SEARS & ROEBUCK (1973) held the
employer of a licensed investigator liable for the torts committed by a contracted
investigator. The repercussions of choosing poorly could range from damage to
your case, loss of a valued client, to costly litigation for the P.I’s tortious acts.
♦

Attorney Kenneth Starr hired an unlicensed “investigator” that was caught
forging witness signatures & fabricating statements in a high profile case.

♦

Hewlett Packard paid a 14.5 million dollar settlement after employing P.I.s
that stole board member identities to access confidential records.

♦

Shell Oil Company paid a six figure settlement due to a flawed investigation.

WE ARE TRAINED TO SUPPORT YOU!
Kern & Gonzales

We understand your litigation issues and compliment the high standards and profes-

"We have had great success with Randall
Alexander. He is an ex-Marine, is also a
Paralegal and very honest. I would recommend him any time for any investigation
problem."

sional service you provide your clients.
Our investigations are compiled and monitored with trained Paralegal expertise.
We have training in California Family Law, Domestic Violence, Child Abuse & Neglect, Civil Procedures, Legal Writing, Legal Research, etc.

We receive continuing

education through professional Paralegal and Private Investigator associations to

George R. Hillsinger, Esq.

enhance our knowledge base and remain current on the laws.

Martindale-Hubbell AV rated
This equates to a thorough and superior work product while reducing liability.

Montedonico, Belcuore & Tazzara
"You did a fabulous job for us, and your professionalism will always be greatly appreciated."
Patricia M. Tazarra, Esq.

Law Office of Patricia Horner
"(Client)'s exhusband is nearly $100,000 in arrears in child support, claiming to make only
$900 per month. Thanks to your investigation
it was determined that he actually earned 1.2
million real income for the year. Our entire
case was based on your investigation."
Linda Patricia Horner, Esq.
Family Law Attorney

WWW.LSISINVESTIGATIONS.COM

Bureau of Security & Investigative Service
California Dept. of Consumer Affairs
"Dear Mr. Alexander,
Thank you for participating in the written
examination development for the Private
Investigator's profession as a Subject Matter
Expert. The Bureau is mandated to protect
the public by developing examinations that
determine competency for licensure...."

EXPERT TESTIMONY

Deputy Chief Rick Fong

Randall Alexander, the owner of LSIS is recognized as a Subject Matter Expert by

Bureau of Security & Investigative Services

the Bureau of Security and Investigative Services (a division of the California Department of Consumer Affairs), the state licensing and disciplinary agency for
California licensed private investigators.
Out of 10,000 state licensed investigators, Randall, along with six other investigators were selected to assist in the review, update and rewrite of the private investigator state licensing exam which determines competency for licensure.
Randall has testified in the state and federal court systems. Additionally, Randall
has served as an industry expert in the review of private investigator work product.
Randall routinely receives continuing education as both a Paralegal and a Licensed Investigator, to further enhance his knowledge of litigation laws and their
elements, Private Investigator procedures and industry updates.
Randall has been a member in good standing with the California Association of
Licensed Investigators since 1999. Randall has served the industry as a District
Governor for three and a half years, coordinating monthly continuing education
for his peers. Additionally, Randall has served on the Legislative Committee addressing legislative issues locally and at the capital in Sacramento. Randall
served on the Education Committee coordinating annual statewide conferences
for the association with a membership in excess of 1,500 investigators.
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Hunt & Adams
“Randall assisted our firm in the trial of a
complex personal injury case arising out of
a domestic battery. Numerous witnesses
had provided multiple, often conflicting
statements to the responding police officers, and later to detectives, an insurance
investigator, and in depositions.
We employed Randall for both his Paralegal
and Investigative expertise to review, compare and contrast all statements and deposition testimony. He found repeated contradictions in the witness statements, allowing
me to effectively attack the credibility of
these witnesses at trial. Additionally, Randall took photographs of the scene and created a scene diagram which we enlarged for
use in trial which visually demonstrated the
witness locations with measured distances
from the incident, supporting our case.
Randall's work in both contexts was exceptional, as was his reliability, integrity and
professionalism.
I would not hesitate to recommend Randall
in either capacity in any civil or criminal
litigation.”

PROFESSIONAL REPORTS
The Legal Support Investigative Service produces detailed investigative reports
which address the elements of the litigated issue(s). Our reports are compiled
with paralegal and investigative expertise. Expertise derived from course education in Legal Writing, Legal Research, Legal Procedures, California Civil Litigation,
California Family Law, etc. We have additional training in law enforcement and
industry continuing education in: Report Writing, Interviewing Techniques, Privacy Laws, Industry Laws, Legal Updates and more.
Our comprehensive reports flow in chronological order, referencing supporting
evidence as the reader progresses. The narrative, photos and evidence create a
strong understanding and mental image of what transpired for the reader.

John C. Adams III, Esq.
Martindale-Hubbell AV rated
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CLEAR AND COMPELLING EVIDENCE
You need professional, clear and compelling evidence when presenting your
case. We extract photographic stills from video and incorporate them into an
evidence template to accompany the report. This format allows you to quickly
reference key points without setting up or replaying the video again. The easily
referenced photo still leaves a lasting impression, where video can be fleeting.
The mother (left) stated she lived with
her parents, worked only one day a
week at the salon, making around $600
a month. Therefore she took our client
back to court requesting a support
modification to increase support from
$1,500 to $2500 a month.

Law Office of Gerald L. Klein
"You've taken an industry (Private Investigations) and turned it into a profession."
Gerald L. Klein, Esq.

Our investigation revealed she worked 5
days a week, and was so busy, she
booked appointments 1 to 2 weeks in
advance, operating a cash business
charging $40 to $100 for services (not
including tips).

Certified Family Law Specialist

Law Office of Stephen A. Gershman
"(Opposing party) was seeking an increase in
child support. Not only did she drop all requests for additional support, her attorney
stipulated to NO monthly support to keep
your investigative report out of the court
record after it was revealed that she was
earning substantial unreported income."

Upon learning our investigation revealed she made thousands a month in
unclaimed income, she immediately
settled, dropping all monthly support,
reducing it to zero, apparently to keep
our report & evidence out of court records for tax reasons.

Stephen A. Gershman, Esq.
Certified Family Law Specialist

Stradling, Yocca, Carlson & Rauth
“Randall did a great job uncovering critical
details and evidence in our case which resulted in a favorable decision for our client.
He is professional, dependable, and detailoriented.”
Jennifer Yu, Esq.

The image right is an example of
our photo evidence format (8.5 x
11 ) which accompanies reports.

Corporate Attorney
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SERVICES INCLUDE:
♦

Video Taped Surveillance

♦

Cohabitation Investigations

♦

Lifestyle Investigation of Child with Opposing Party

♦

Stalker / Restraining Order Investigations

♦

Civil and Criminal Backgrounds Checks

♦

Witness Interviews / Statements/ Decs

♦

Child Welfare Investigations

♦

Domestic Violence

♦

Violation of Court Order Investigations

♦

Asset Documentation

♦

Skip-Tracing / Difficult Service of Process

♦

Employment Verification

♦

Preparation of Reports for 730 Evaluator

♦

Infidelity / Cheating Partner Investigations

LEGAL SUPPORT INVESTIGATIVE SERVICE
Post Office Box 11007
Whittier, CA 90603
562.315.5052 ph
562.646.5631 fax
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